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Geshrinari Large Bridge

The Geshrinari Shipyards large bridge is for installation on class three or larger vessels. It was designed
to replace the Standard Small Starship Bridge (Plumeria Type) on Ge-C1-2a - Ookami-Class Light Cruiser.
It became available in YE 33.

There are two standard ship's doors with a Ge-Y1-E3103 - Intercom System on either side of the room. A
programmable view screen dominates the front of the bridge. There are five standard consoles and four
storage lockers, two of them are Geshrinari Damage Control Station. One either side of the main screen
are ship status displays. The stations at the rear of the bridge retract into niches when not in use.

There is ceiling mounted lighting, as well as Ge-Y1-E3104 - Automatic Fire Suppression System dispersal
nozzles through out the suite. The floor is covered in the standard floor covering for the ship. There are
an additional two Fire Extinguisher �s mounted on the rear wall.
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Stations

# Location Description
1 Left forward Helm
2 Right forward Navigation/Sensors
3 Center Command
4 Right rear Internal security and systems monitoring
5 Left rear Tactical

Helm

This is where the pilot controls the movement, attitude of the ship. The person on this station is
responsible for flying the ship in atmosphere, in STL and FTL.

Navigation/Sensors

This station controls the ships sensors, tracks objects, and plots courses for the pilot to follow.

Command

This is where the commander of the ship can monitor and in emergency take control of the ship.
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Security and Systems Monitor

This station monitors the status of the ship. This station can control the Geshrinari Blast Shutters, monitor
and adjust the shields as well as tracking damage to systems. The person at this station typically directs
damage control efforts.

Tactical

This station controls the ships weapon systems, it is used for targeting, and as well as fire control.
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